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CRITERIOS DE CALIFICACIÓN
Cuestionario tipo test, cada pregunta vale 1 punto. Sólo una respuesta correcta por pregunta. No
se penalizará por pregunta en blanco o incorrecta.
Marca las respuesta correctas con un círculo.
THE VIRUS THAT WORRIES HALF THE WORLD
The new strain* of this dangerous virus that was born in Wuhan, China, is causing chaos in the Asian
country and worrying the world about the possibility of spreading* uncontrollably. Health authorities
work against the clock to control the situation before it becomes a pandemic, even putting entire cities in
quarantine.
The Covid-19 epidemic has already infected about 80,000 people, the vast majority of them in Asia, and
has killed more than 2,400 people, almost all of them in China. In a month the virus has appeared in
almost thirty countries: it has left dozens of infected in Iran, forced to quarantine thousands of people in
northern Italy and forced the authorities health to extreme prevention measures against possible
infections.
The World Health Organization (WHO) has made a public call for all countries to prepare to contain the
virus. "We have to do everything possible to prepare ourselves," Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,
Director-General of the World Health Organization, declared on February 24. - It is unrealistic to say
that transmission between countries can be paralysed. There will probably be epidemics in several, but it
can be contained."
The first case of coronavirus in Spain took place on the island of La Gomera. Finally, the patient was
successfully discharged*. Now the shadow of the virus appears again. An Italian tourist has been
admitted to a hospital in Adeje and the first results came back positive.
We must take precautions and follow the instructions that the government transmits to us, in order to
control this episode and manage to control the virus.
strain*: cepa
spreading*: expandirse
discharged*: dado de alta
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ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WITH FULL SENTENCES
1.

Which was the first city to suffer coronavirus?
A. China
B. Asia
C. Wuhan

2.

According to the text, how many people have died due to the virus?
A. more than 2,400 people
B. about 80,000 people
C. more than 4,200 people

3.
According to Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, transmission between countries can be
paralysed.
▢ TRUE
▢ FALSE
4.

Where did the first case of the virus in Spain take place?
A. Adeje
B. La Gomera
C. Madrid

5.

According to the text, we must take precautions and ignore the instructions
▢ TRUE
▢ FALSE

6.

Choose the CORRECT negative sentence
A. Now the shadow of the virus doesn’t appears again
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B. Now the shadow of the virus doesn’t appear again
C. Now the shadow of the virus don’t appear again
7.

Choose the CORRECT sentence
A. Health authorities have work against the clock
B. Health authorities have worked against the clock
C. Health authorities have workt against the clock

8.

Choose the CORRECT question
A. Has been admitted an Italian tourist?
B. Has been an Italian tourist admitted?
C. Has an Italian tourist been admitted?

9.

Choose the CORRECT negative sentence
A. The World Health Organization (WHO) hasn’t made a public call
B. The World Health Organization (WHO) hasn’t make a public call
C. The World Health Organization (WHO) haven’t made a public call

10.

Choose the CORRECT question
1. Have the virus appeard in almost thirty countries?
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2. Has the virus appeared in almost thirty countries?
3. Has the virus appear in almost thirty countries?

